Cycling UK, Formerly CTC
Founded 1878
Independent charity that works
to inspire people to cycle and
keep them cycling
1000 member groups and
67000 members nationally

Number one identified reason for riding off-road is health and fitness

65% state very important for mental health, vs 58% for physical health
61% say its their primary source of physical exercise

using public footpaths do so because of lack of alternative routes - 52% due to concer

Existing network simply doesn't work for MTB’ers,
so they have opted out from the system

Network
•

Existing cycle legal network provides unpredictable mix of ‘interlink’ roads with of off-road trail, cycling
development funds and resources largely focused on transport and utility routes rather than recreation

•

Previous efforts have concentrated on ‘improving’ routes along multi user guidelines AKA Sustrans, at huge
cost and sometimes destroying the character - Off-road campaign view is that gaining and securing multi
user rights and routes should take precedence over ‘tarmacing the countryside’

•

Priority in network improvement is strategic links and ‘first mile’ off-road traffic free routes linking
communities with the wider countryside and ROW network - benefits for all where many ROW lead off busy
roads

•

Promoted route network utilising existing bridleway and Byways, especially those that link, or can
potentially be linked together with network improvements, into traffic free loops

•

Uses improvements in signage and promotion to enhance recreational use of rights of way, rather than
focusing on transport and utility improvements

•

Identifies best connected existing routes, then seeks to fill missing links to improve overall network, side
benefit is in connecting together villages currently without promoted safe cycling routes

•

Aimed at those less confident in countryside navigation & map-reading, encouraging them to explore the
wider countryside - Waymarking is most important for new users rather than enthusiasts

•

Potential development of hubs that put together a package of routes from one location, tied in with rural
accommodation, pubs and businesses - park car on Friday, don't need to look at it again till Sunday,
everything is on your doorstep, series of promoted routes that give you a weekend riding.

Campaign Directions
Legislative change:
i) Review of ROW legislation to suitability and sustainability rather than
historic recorded use.

ii) Extension of CROW access to bikes and horses on existing tracks

Claims, the system at work!
Network improvements - First Mile

Promoted &/or waymarked routes, especially traffic free loops,
aimed at broad-base & family rather than just enthusiast

